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Over the last 18 months our working lives have changed, we are at the dawn of a new era for change 

professionals.  We have just come through a very urgent change where everyone was impacted by 

the global pandemic related to Covid-19. Numerous executives have been heard praising the people 

in their organisations for their swift pivot to new ways of working.  Everyone pulled together and 

made change happen therefore, many companies are grateful they have survived and, in some 

cases, thrived through the pandemic.  Now we are almost back to business as usual, there are 

executives who feel we will be able to replicate our ability to change quickly, in the same way in the 

future.  It is easy, isn’t it?  If it isn’t how are we going to effect change when there is no real sense of 

urgency. 

 

However, we acknowledge that there are numerous pressures on our people who are extremely 

busy with their day jobs, often in a very different way to 18 months ago, then we pile onto them the 

“come back to the office”, coupled with a new set of values, new culture, alongside new systems, 

structures, and new ways of working changes.  We are asking people to take on more and more 

responsibilities with many people reporting that their companies are looking for efficiency savings, 

for example the concept that HR become more strategic in nature and the day-to-day recruitment 

and talent management is delegated to the line managers.   

 

In many cases you can see the Edgar Schein view that we tell our people - you cannot stay where 

you are today with either pushing people by saying we need to change because of costs etc or we 

pull them towards the new world by saying come with us the future will be easier and brighter.  

However, people are pushing back with we want it easier now and cannot wait for 2 or 3 or more 

years to get the change.  It is taking far too long and the sponsors need to push the urgency of the 

projects if we are truly going to make the change and get an easier life. 

 

We put the question to the groups What makes you want to take on change? What do you think is 

a sense of urgency? 

 

The groups were quick to point out that their senior executives don’t understand if they fail to talk 

about the end goal and the things that are important, the changes are likely to fail.  This was 

followed up with the idea that executives need to keep a drumbeat of direction and stop looking 

like kids on a football field all following the ball around the field with no clear strategy to win.  This 

may possibly be due to a lack of leadership maturity or they are all too busy trying to cope in an 



ever-changing workplace.  Whilst the end goal is essential one group countered this idea by 

suggesting we need to get to the specifics of the changes and what they mean to the individuals.  

Executives should stop talking about a rosy future and focus on what the changes will mean to us in 

the immediate future.  Focus on the islands of change happening, why we are doing them and what 

are the impacts on the people will be.  Be their coach and mentor and help them to understand the 

changes and give them the support they need to make the change happen.  The conversation needs 

to turn to the specifics and maybe executives need to hone their storytelling skills to help them 

explain the challenges and solutions. 

 

In the chat the group pointed out that communications today often feel like noise, as there is, so 

much going on in organisations.  Messages need to be more targeted to spark interest, allow for 

imagination around the future and influence people to make changes. 

 

The groups reflected on their current situations with many acknowledging they are still working 

remotely with some people knowing they will never return to office-based working.  Many arguing 

that this drives people to be far more focussed, on outputs i.e. what they need to do and achieve 

and less focussed on what is happening company wide or being distracted by water cooler 

conversations.  People are continually prioritising what they do.   

 

The debate went on to talk about the importance of the social gathering.  Many have set up special 

interest groups in a social manner to encourage people to meet and talk via online platforms such as 

zoom and teams.  Perhaps we are seeing a new level of inclusion or exclusion as not everyone’s 

passions and interests are covered by the numerous discussion groups being created.   

 

This could be the start of the new digital culture in organisations.  For the first time, in a long time, 

for many they see a greater level of empowerment and observe people being selective around what 

they choose to do.  Aligned with clarity on accountability this could drive for a greater level of 

change being achieved.  We may need to focus on getting people interested in the change rather 

than driving for a sense of urgency as people are fed up with a constant drive on urgency of change. 

 

The groups acknowledged that the bigger and more complex the organisation the more difficult it 

might be.  The biggest challenge in these organisations is ownership with many leaders not having 

enough skin in the game to make change happen. 

 

Given the challenges we face with leaders needing to deliver change without that sense of urgency 

are we facing an era where persuasion is the game we play asking for a level of volunteerism from 

our people.  Working on the basis that change professionals will have to trade with others for help 

and support.  I will help your change if you help my change – relying on favours rather than the 

imperative to change.  If we don’t work together then the consequences are that the scope of what 

we deliver becomes smaller, the timing of the changes become later and we totally forget the 

“coulds” and “shoulds” from our project and purely focus on the “musts”.   

 

The question we asked next was If we cannot achieve a sense of urgency, how do we lead people 

towards new ways of working? 

 

Maybe it is about the desire to change, the attractiveness of the change and the relevance to 

individuals and this must be explained through great storytelling from our leaders.    Whether that 

means an ability for our leaders to create the compelling story. 



 

The groups came back with some excellent thoughts on the challenge.  There was a big push to 

move away from urgency it is now a tired and overused term and we would in fact move towards 

levels of importance to the organisation.  Urgency suggests fast and imperative where importance 

suggest thoughtful, strategic, and planned. 

 

For things to feel important and strategic the change practitioners should not feel that they need to 

drive this messaging but in fact they should drive for the leaders to engage their people even if that 

means us as change professionals coaching those leaders.   Otherwise, we will only achieve a service 

improvement not wholesale change that organisations may need. 

 

Another idea that came forwards is that we should not be driving for major change in fact we should 

work towards a drive for bite sized benefits.  These would relate to the importance of the changes 

we are achieving and may stop us from begging, stealing or borrowing resources and will ensure that 

resource prioritisation takes place. 

 

For the transformative businesses, we should be thinking about pace and planning times when there 

will be bursts of energy and those bursts of energy need to be timed to allow people involved in 

business as usual to be able to absorb the changes.  We need to be thinking thoughtful and 

deliberate change.  This is driving more towards the sense of importance to the business and relies 

on good governance avoiding being headless chickens where we slow down the pace and 

concentrate on tactics.  This is surely what the role of good governance is aimed at. 

 

One group suggested the idea that we move towards an ambition’s dashboard.  The concept is that 

it helps the organisations to find appropriate measures where at the board level we discuss the RAG 

(Red, amber, green traffic light system for measuring projects) status of our ambitions and the 

likelihood we achieve those ambitions.  Thinking that if we measure the achievements, we will also 

value them. 

 

The new focus will help us to move towards planned ambitious change rather than feeling as an 

organisation we are running from one crisis to another.  This may need a greater level of storytelling 

and we should be coaching and training our leaders to be good storytellers, giving them media 

training so they can tell this story to both internal and external audiences. 

 

One group pointed out that neuroscience shows that if we understand something we prioritise it but 

the things we don’t understand we put to the bottom of the pile. With so much change taking place, 

helping leaders craft simple, intuitive descriptions of what is changing is an impactful role for change 

professionals.  

 

In summary, urgency only relates to crisis management so instead we should be highlighting the 

importance of a project.  Keep a drumbeat going on direction and help people in the islands of 

change understand what they need to do and why.  The organisations should be thoughtful and 

deliberate, put in place good governance and measure progress (ambitions dashboard).  Executives 

need to get behind the projects and use storytelling and develop those media skills to ensure people 

get the importance of the changes we implement. 


